I-IMMERSE CONNECT SCHOOLS, COLLEGES AND CAMPUSES FOR LIVE, LINKED IMMERSIVE LEARNING. ALL DELIVERED THROUGH OUR ECOSYSTEM OF UNIQUE IMMERSIVE ROOMS

SOCIALLY DISTANT LEARNING - EMPOWER YOUR TEACHERS TO DELIVER HIGH QUALITY HOME EDUCATION TO INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS, ACROSS MULTIPLE LOCATIONS.

Widen your curriculum offering, despite national teacher shortages.

Overcome geographical barriers and access a network of the most talented lecturers.

Create a new revenue stream by providing your own experts to the network.

Reduce delivery costs and run previously unavailable curriculum with smaller groups.

Connect with specialist partners of your choice across our network and share expertise.

Train your lecturers in immersive delivery techniques to boost engagement.

“You feel like you are really there. It is like they are in the room or just looking through a window to another part of the room”

Student, USP College, Essex

www.i-immersive.co.uk
info@i-immersive.co.uk
THE SPACE
- WHAT TO EXPECT

Our rooms enable the delivery of outstanding digital learning experiences for students and lecturers. Consistent in design, each room accommodates the practical, social and digital needs of today’s classroom including:

• 5 X 86” HD SCREENS
• 2 X ULTRA HD PTZ CAMERAS, WITH UP TO 20X OPTICAL ZOOM AND LECTURER TRACKING
• GROUND-BREAKING HD AUDIO AND 8,192 VIRTUAL MICROPHONES
• OPTOMA VISULISER
• REMOTE APP

THE PLATFORM - VSCENE

Classes are connected using Vscene, the only global service developed for education and research. Vscene allows students and teaching staff to connect using real-time audio and HD video, helping to facilitate immersive, humanised learning and is used by over 2,000 education, research and public sector organisations. This highly secure platform uses end to end encryption across UK hosted servers, in government approved data centres of the Janet and SWAN networks.

DIGITAL DELIVERY EXPERTS
– OUR TRAINING

We have fine-tuned the most effective pedagogical approaches in multi-location, digital delivery. Our comprehensive training and support ensures your practitioners excel in immersive delivery to maximise the opportunity the immersive network brings:

• SIMPLIFIES DIGITAL DELIVERY
• ENSURES CONSISTENCY IN QUALITY OF DELIVERY
• BOOSTS ENGAGEMENT AND ENHANCES THE EXPERIENCE
• PRODUCES THE BEST LEARNER OUTCOME

www.i-immersive.co.uk
info@i-immersive.co.uk